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;;W; questionnaire

Subject: FW: questionnaire
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2001 23:32:35 -0400

From: MaryAnn Begland <mabfaa@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>
To: ssdldc@ritvax.isc.rit.edu

----------

From: MaryAnn Begland <mabfaa@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2001 23:24:09 -0400

Hi Susan,

For some reason, I couldn't seem to c;opymy course objectives
and paste them into this document. Will attempt to send them
separately. If that doesn't work, I'll simply bring them along
on Thursday!

Thanks for making this easier.

Mary Ann
**********************************************************************

Faculty Learning Community
Pre-Survey for Participants

Name: Mary Ann Begland Academic Rank: Associate Professor

Department Graphic Design Phone Number 475-2625 home 586-1175

College CIAS E-Mail: mabfaa@rit.edu

Number of years employed as a full-time teacher (visiting or tenure
track) at RIT: 20th year

1. Degrees Institutions Dates

Duke University 1958-60

Chicago Art Institute summer 1959
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B.Sc. Ohio State 1962

M.A. Kent State 1968

M.F.A. Kent State 1982
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2. Professional History

Positions and/or Ranks Institutions Dates

Art Teacher Akron Public Schools 1962-1966

Assistant Professor Kent State University School 1966-1967

Part Time Faculty Texas Tech University 1967-1969

Part Time Faculty Kent State University 1974-1976

Assistant Professor Kentucky State University 1976-1977

Designer Trumpet in the Land Theater 1977-1978

Graduate Teaching Fellowship Kent State Univ. 1978-1981

Assistant Professor Kent State 1981-1982

Associate Professor R.I.T. 1982-present

3. Briefly describe the nature of your current teaching
responsibilities. Include your learning objectives from one ofthese
courses as stated in your syllabus for that course.

Two sections of our Sophomore Graphic Design Core: a year long sequence
of three courses -Typography I, Type & Image, & Time-Based Design.
Each of these courses (taught sequentially,one each quarter) are
comprised of both a studio component which includes lecture,
work-in-progress, and critiques as well as a lab component in which
students work on assigned projects while learning appropriate software
such as Quark XPress and Flash. This series of courses is especially
challenging as the course content is so comprehensive - including
typographic information, historical context, the use of graphic imagery,
technical skill, critical thinking, semiotic considerations and
design sensibility.

I also teach each quarter a senior level graphic design course which
works with an upper level applied photography class. In these classes
each design student is teamed up with a photo student and they work
on each assigned project together - from concept development, through
art direction, photo shoots, layout, digital output, & presentation.
Fall quarter is Advertising Design -with Advertising Photo; in Winter
it is Editorial Design with Editorial Photography, and in Spring it
is Editorial with Fashion Photo. In each ofthese three courses -
although the design and photo classes are actually separate courses -
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the photo faculty member and I teach as a team. Our two classes meet
together, work together, and are evaluated by both of us. These are very
exciting classes to teach and the results are usually wonderful.

4. fudicate your reasons for wanting to participate in this
community.

Teaching iS,forme, the single most important part of myjob. It is
where I feel I can make a difference and contribute most to my
students. I welcome the collegial aspect ofthis community and
the potential it has to positively impact the teaching/learning
environment and scholarship within the fustitute.

5. Describe particularly innovative teaching activities in which you
have been involved (e.g. efforts to improve teaching, development of
curricular materials, etc.).

Team teaching with faculty nom another department -graphic design
and applied photography. See above (question 3, paragraph 2) for
more detail.

6. fudicate two or three of your most pressing needs regarding
teaching.

Maintaining reasonable class size or having an assistant to
help with large or especially demanding classes.

Software support and availability.

7. Part ofthis program is an individual teaching project pursued by
each participant. At this time, what area of interest do you wish to
pursue? (Some suggestions are listed below. You may change
directions as you learn more about the Program.)

Expanding team teaching & incorporating writing
by involving another class nom another college - one
that makes sense professionally - ie. graphic designers and
photographers work together professionally on a regualar basis.
They also work with writers. Why not begin to explore working
together now, learning nom one another, and appreciating each
other's disciplines.

Problem-based learning Teaching styles fucorporatingwriting
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Service learning Team teaching Reading skills
Cooperative learning Using diversity in teaching Questioning
Active learning Leading discussions Educational games
Experiential learning Teaching critical thinking Assessment/evaluation

Group learning Humor in the classroom Authentic assessment
Learning styles Case Studies Student portfolios

8. Part of this program involves working with a faculty member of your
choice. Although you need not have a particular person in mind at
this time, in what ways would you take advantage of this opportunity
and how do you see this aspect of the program as being helpful to you?

It goes without saying that in am participating in team teaching, the
other team teacher needs to be involved. Certainly it would be
important to have the advice, feedback, and suggestions from someone
else so directly involved. I have already asked the photo faculty
member with whom I will be teaching Winter Quarter and he agreed without
hesitation. The great thing will be that the advice and feedback will be
constant and candid!

9. Part ofthis program involves working with a student consultant of
your choice. Although you need not have a particular person in mind
at this time, in what ways would you take advantage of this
opportunity and how do you see this aspect ofthe program as being
helpful to you?

I do have a particular student (or very recently former student) in
mind. Several years ago he was a student in the class in which I plan
to do the project. Vinnie has just completed a Master's degree in
Printing and is currently teaching as Adjunct faculty. I know he would
be an outstanding resource person, could offer meaningful insight -from
both a printer's perspective but also as a former student. Also, this
surely would be an opportunity for Vinnie to dialogue with experienced
faculty - and offer him some of what adjunct faculty should get but
seldom do - that sense of collegiality and being part of a community
of teachers who continue to be learners.

10. What do you think you can contribute to the program (for example,
certain teaching knowledge or experiences)?

Experience in team teaching.

Connecting with students as individuals, not just members of a class.
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11. Briefly state your philosophy of teaching (or append it to this
document).

To help, assist,"teach" students in such a way that they will
continue learning on their own...

To reach students so that they are open to finding
within themselves a passion for their work...

To offer students the experience of working together
and in so doing, instill in them a regard for one
another and an appreciation of what can be accomplished
by effective communication and collaborative activity.

12. Please indicate anything else you wish regarding your involvement
in this program.

Still thinking.

Participant's Signature

Mary Ann Begland
9/18/01
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Subject: course objectives
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2001 00:02:04 -0400

From: MaryAnn Begland <mabfaa@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>
To: ssdldc@ritvax.isc.rit.edu

Susan,

Here are the objectives and rationale statement -which is probably more
revealing than the formal objectives. I fear that the objectives have become
watered down ever since we had to make them "measurable" and state them in
the format of "the student will be able to"...!

C. Objectives:
At the end ofthe course the student will be able to...

1. analyze and interpret the author's text and ideas for
assigned articles.

2. identify various magazine formats and other vehicles for
editorial design.

3. develop effective relationships of image, type and layout to
point of view

4. develop appropriat((concepts for editorial design.

5. design work that is creative, perhaps even provocative

6. use effective time management.

7. display evidence of a working relationship with a photographer.

II. Rationale Statement

Graphic designers often are involved in the layout and design of
editorial pieces. Particular considerations must be given to this type
of work both in terms of the analysis and interpretation of the textual
material and in the development of appropriate concept. Frequently this
type of assignment has strict limitations on the turn-around time;
furthermore, the ability to generate a solution that has impact and
reflects the point of view often requires a different approach to
problem solving. Because the photographic image is often of paramount
importance in editorial work, the opportunity for students from graphic
design and photo to work together is especially relevant. Likewise,
those occasions when the typography should be dominant and the
photograph secondary need to be understood by both design and
photo students.

It is expected that design students will participate in the photo shoot

lof2 09119/2001 11:46 AM
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whenever possible and that design & photo students will work together
throughout the process - trom editorialinterpretation to
conceptdevelopment; trom initial ideas and sketches to final solution.

This course has been offered the past few years during Winter Quarter
and has been, trom both the instructorsl and studentsl point of view,
quite successful. Students report that they learn trom -and enjoy
(usually!) -working with one another and that the interaction of
instructors and students trom both the graphic design and photography
programs is an important part of the course. The high expectations of
the course and the enthusiasm of the students has resulted in unusually
strong quality work and innovative solutions to the assignments.
Some who worked together in this class have even worked together
professionally after graduation.

20f2 09/19/2001 11:46 AM



te: FLC mid-year survey

Subject: Re: FLC mid-year survey
Date: Tue, 08 Ian 200200:55:08 -0500

From: MaryAnn Begland <mabfaa@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>
To: "Susan S. Donovan" <ssdldc@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>

Thanks for sending the email form. I have looked everywhere for my original
hard copy but still have not found it. I imagine I stuck it in another
book or folder I had with me, and it will probably reappear when I
have completed the email form. So sorry to have put you to the extra
bother. See you Friday.

I have listed my number to the right of each component
and indented my answers to the questions.

If the email comes through all muddled, let me know and I will
print it out and get hard copy to you ASAP.

Mary Ann

>A. Estimate the impact of the Faculty Learning Community onyou with
> respect to each of thefollowing program components. Circle the
> number on the scale below which reflectsyour judgment. "1" indicates
> a very weak impact, and "10" a very strong impact. Also, ifyou have
> brief comments to make about any of the items, use the spaceprovided.
>
>
> 1. Orientation luncheon
>
> 12345678910 5
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 2. FLC meetings/discussions
>
>12345678910 7
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 3. Lilly Conference
>
> 1 2345678910 n/a
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 4. Your teachingproject

nf"7 I/QI(\') 11 .(\t; AU
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>

> 12345678910 8

> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>

> 5. The collegiality and learningfrom the other FLC members
>
> 12345678910 8
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>
> 6. Student associate
>

> 1 2 3 4 5 6 789 10 7 (at this time)
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 7. Faculty associate
>

> 1 2345678910 7 (at this time)
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 8. TGI (Teaching Goals Inventory)
>
> 1 2345678910 6
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 9. Books (Classroom Assessment Techniques, Teaching Tips)
>
> 1 2345678910 8
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>

> 10. Supplemental readings
> 1 2345678910 9 (specific ones)
> weak strong
> impact impact
>

) nf7
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te: FLC mid-year survey

>
>

> B. In a similar manner, estimate the impact of the Faculty Learning
> Community on you with respect to each of thefollowing outcomes.
>
> 1. Your technical skill as a teacher
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact 6
>
>
>
>

> 2. Your total effectiveness as a teacher
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact 8
>
>
>
>

> 3. Your interest in the teaching process
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact 8
>
>
>

> 4. Your view of teaching as an intellectualpursuit
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact 7
>
>
>

> 5. Your understanding of and interest in the scholarship of teaching
>
> 1 2345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact 8
>
>
>

> 6. Your awareness of ways to integrate the teaching/research
> experience
>
> 12345678910

_&"., 1/'il.IfI? 1 1 '0'; AM
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> weak

> impact
>
>
>

> 7. Your understanding of the role of afaculty member at RIT
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>
>

> 8. Yourperspective of teaching, learning, and other aspects ofhigher
> education beyond theperspectives of your discipline
>
> 12345678910
> weak strong
> impact impact
>
>
>
>

> C. What haveyou valued mostfrom your participation in the Faculty
> Learning Community?
>

strong
impact

8

5

7

Discussion with other faculty of igea~Jha~" and
eossibiities to explore.

Specific ~s~d otl!~!:r~!l.Qi!!gsfTombooks that had a
particular resonance with my own teaching and teachingllearning
objectives.

>

> D. Describe how your teaching and your perception of yourself as a
> teacher have changed (if they have) as a result of your involvement in
> the Faculty Learning Community.
>

> My awareness of how students learn and the various stages of
~""-'-'"-".., ' .~ - ".,

learning t~o~~_w~!£h .tPSYP.!Qm§.shas certainly been helglltened.
>
>

> E. Whatfirst-quarter aspects of the Faculty Learning Community
>program could be changed to make it more valuablefor future FLC
> members? What changes wouldyou recommendfor the rest of the year?
>
>

> Verbal "progress reports" onprojects.
". ..~ ' , , ~

Discussion with other members of the learning community
of what they each feel are the best things they have done~---

. ",(7 1/8/02 II :06 AM
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in their own teaching/learning experience -whathasmade
the greatest difference or has generated the best response
from students. More simpy, let's learn from one another's
experience and ideas. u "...--

>

> F. Please report on theprogress ofyour teachingproject.

The first aspect of my "project" is going well.
As a means of accommodating more design students than photo
students, on each project approximately 6 design students
will design a typographic solution to the assignment.
At the critique for the first assignment, this appeared to
be quite successful. In fact, judging from comments made by
students and outside faculty who attended the crit -as
well as my own perception of the typographic solutions -
it actually added to the overall understanding of what
effective editorial design can be. Some ofthe typographic
solutions no only held their own against those which
incorporated photographic imagery, but in a few cases
were among the strongest solutions in the class.

>

> 1. What course will be thefocus coursefor your project?
>

> Editorial Design (possibly both quarters, Winter & Spring)
>

> 2. Briefly, summarize the goals of your project.

A. Winter Quarter - Editorial Design

To combine effective typographic solutions to editorial
design problems along with those which utilize
photographic imagery. Not only will this allow a greater
number of design students to take this class, but if
successful, will indicate that there is more than one
way in which to solve the design problem. There are also
valid reasons why at times designers may prefer a typographic
soution - budget, time constraints, even the nature ofthe
specific editorial content.

B. Ifpossible I will coninue with this aspect of the project
during Spring Quarter.

Encouraging students to explore writing within the discipline.
Instead of always relying on outside written material for the
editorial content, students who are interested will be
asked to write their own content. Although this is not the
usual practice in editorial work, it is certainly in the best
interest of our students to develop their writing ability.

.of7 1/8/02 II :06 AM
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It also addresses the ethical questions which may arise from
using and properly crediting another's written work, especially
when this work becomes part of a professional portfolio.

>

> 3. Briefly summarize how you will implementyour project.
>
> A. Described above in F and F,3 A. Those students who worked on

typographic solutions were [and will be in future assignments]
given opportunities to discuss work in progress with me, as well
as the other faculty member who team teaches this course.

>
>

>

> 4. What is the timelinefor your project?

For this quarter it is ongoing - from day 1 to the final crit.
There are three projects, 18photo students and 24 design students.
for each of the three assignments, six design students will do a
typographic solution. Only one typographic solution will be allowed
during the quarter for anyone student. Thus, all students
will still do the majority of their work with a photo partner,
and the majority of design students will do one typographic piece.

Examples of professional typographic solutions will be brought to
the attention ofthe students and work-in-progress feedback and
crits will take place prior to the final crit. These include
not only feedback from me, but also from the other faculty member
and from other students.

>
>
>

> 5. How will you assess the success of your project?

Quality and effectiveness of final solutions.

Student & faculty satisfaction with experience and results.

Growth in students' awareness and ability regarding typographic
solutions for editorial design.

>

> 6. How doyou plan to involveyour faculty colleague in your project?
>

> Participation in crils, both work-in-progress (if timepermits)
and certainly in final crit. Also informal dialogue about project
and results.

>

;"f7 I/RI02 II :Ofi AM
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> 7. How doyou plan to involveyour student colleague in your project?
>

> Participation in crits, both work-in-progress (if timepermits)
and certainly in final crit as his schedule allows. Also infonnal
dialogue about project and results.

> G. Additional comments?
> none at this time

>

> Participant's Signature Mary Ann Begland
>Department/College Graphic Design - School of Design - CIAS
> Date January 7, 2002
>

7 nf7 ] /8/02 II :06 AM



Project Idea

Mary Ann Begland

Project idea IIZ

- - - --

Team Teaching -Design Ii Photo Students:
When the Numbers Don't Match Up

The problem:
We may have more graphic design students than photo students registering
for our team-taught class as base class sizes differ from one department to
another. Manystudents wish to be in the dass and have requested to be
put on a wait list.

How can additional design students be added to the class and stitt have
a one to one working experience with a photography student?

The objective: to accommodate more design students than photo students
and simultaneously add value to the class rather than weaken it.

Possible solution:
Plan the class so that each design student would
work with a photo student on two of the three
assignments. The design students not working
with a photographer on any given assignment would
be expected to solve the assigned project with
a typographic solution.

+ a real.life possibility; sometimes budget or time
does not allow for original photography

+ adds interesting comparisons of differing
but effective editorial solutions

+ more design students could take class

extra load on faculty for planning, work-in-progress,
final critiques, & grading

may be inadequate class time to comment futty
on aU student work when desirable



Project Ideas

Mary Ann Begland

Project idea #1

- --

Twoideas are currently under consideration and it is possible that both will be
undertaken. Both project possibilities are in relation to the Editorial Classthat
I will be teaching Winter quarter. This is the course that I team teach with photo profes-
sor, DougManchee, and combines his Editorial Photo class and my Editorial Designclass.
One reason for choosing this class for my "project class" is that I would like to make the
larger RITcommunity aware of the potential for team teaching and its benefits to stu.
dents as well as faculty, especially when the teams are from different disciplines, but
ones in which there are professional relationships.

The problem:
We have, for several years, often said how great it would be if we had
original text for our students to work with rather than using existing
professional editorials for the content.
Howand where would we obtain
original editorial material to be used in this class?

The objective: original editorial content

Possible solution:
A. Enlist the involvement of another class that would

work with our students and write appropriate
editorial material. For example, this might be a
Communicationsclass.

+ original editorial text
+ opportunity to discuss work in progress with author
+ involvement with students outside visual area

difficulties of common scheduling for class time
classes may have different priorities
lead time needed for writing

B. Have design or photo students in the editorial classes
volunteer to write editorial content, as a "writing
within the discipline" assignment. ·

+ no scheduling problems
+ understanding that content must be able to

be interpreted photographically
+ opportunity to discuss work in progress with author
+ original editorial text

-no "outside" point of view
-heavy load for participating students

· resources: information from Duke University on their
Writingwithin the Disciplineprogram



Project Description, Assessment & Summary

After discussion with my Faculty Colleague, I decided to pursue a realistic,
appropriate, yet interesting project. [See project proposals #1 & #2] The first
proposal was simply going to take too much of the student's time and was also
going to interfere with one of the objectives of the course: to be able to interpret
the author's writing from an editorial standpoint. Although it would have been
great to have our students writing their own editorial, it was not going to afford
then the opportunity to asses a professional writer's editorial and develop a concept
that would reHect that writer's opinion.

Consequently, the project was agreed upon: To add additional design students
to the dass and to have each design student -for one project only -design a type
dominant solution for the given dass assignment.. A bit of math was needed to
Findthe correct numbers so that this would work throughout the course and it

was also obvious that it would require more dass time [or out-oF-dass timel] for
the needed work in progress crits, etc. Because students were so happy to have
been added to the dass, there were no objections. I think at this point the students
simply felt it was a small price to pay, though a few did comment that they looked
forward to their type-only project.

In the beginning, students doing the type-only assignment were approaching it
in a rather ordinary manner; designing pieces that looked like your average magazine
text dominant spread. However, as a few students came in with ideas that were more
innovative, and as I brought in books on experimental typography and showed them
examples of work, both professional and student work, even those who had started in
an ordinary way began to push the limitsand explore other more interesting and
visually exciting approaches that conveyed the writer's opinion with visual type.

Thefirstcritiquewas really the turningpoint -as you can see from the
enclosed comments from students who designed type-only solutions. Not only did
they feel good about the results, they felt that doing this within the context of our
interdisciplinary class actually made them work harder to achieve results that
could hold their own against the solutions with photos; that their concepts were
stronger as a result. I had not even thought about the benefits and motivating
Factors of doing this within the interdisciplinary dass when I made the decision
to do this project -this was, indeed, a wonderful bonusl

The success of the project was that the students developed not only a greater
appreciation for typographic solutions but that they learned how to design using
type that was not only readable but had a visual presence that reHected the
editorial point of view.



- - - - -

From Course Evaluation question:
flease comment on the type onlYoption.

I thinkthiswas a very good option to have -but, at the same time,
Iwish itwas equal photographers for designers.

I thought the type only option was good but I hope only people
who volunteeredhad to do it. Itwas a good exerciseand
possiblya stand out portfoliopiece.

I lovedthe type only option. Allof the workwas fabulousand doing text
only really made you push yourselfto get a good design because your
assignmenthad to be justas good or better than the partner pieces.

In the type only project a strong concept was necessary to be effective and caused
greater concepting to be thought through.

Itwas a really good experience an more difficult than it first seemed

It really forced us to be creative and sensitive with typography,
without the safety net of a photo to fall back on.

I thinkit was a valuable project and I thinkAll designers should do at least one.

Very good ideal option I

Keep it up, I think it's a good option.

I likedit.

Had some good solutions.

Itwas a good experience.

I thinkthat the type only option was a great idea. We willdefinitelyhave to work
without images sometimesin the "real world".

Itwas definitely chalienging...I'm glad I did it.

-- -- ---.--------.--
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EDITORIAL DESIGN SYLLABUS WINTER 20012 MARY ANN BEG LAND

1.0 Introductory Course Information
1.1 Course # 201051401

1.2 Course Title: Editorial Design for GraDhic Designers
1.3 Class hours: 6 per week /60 per quarter Credits: 3
1.4 Graphic Design Senior or Permission of Instructor
1.5 This course may be used as one of the 9 required senior G.D. major courses.

2. Course Catalogue Description

This course will explore the role of the graphic designer in developing appropriate and
communicative editorial design .Students will interpret the author's text and point
of view for each assigned editorial article and develop concepts which express
this. Content of the course will include the relationship and use of typography, imagery
and layout for editorial impact. This class will work with the Editorial Photo class on
assigned projects in order to experience the working relationship between the
photographer and the designer, particularly in regard to editorial design.

3. Objectives: At the end of the course the student will be able to...
3.1 analyze and interpret the author's text and ideas for assigned articles.
3.2 identify various magazine formats and other vehicles for editorial design.
3.3 develop effective relationships of image, type and layout to point of view.
3.4 develop appropriate concepts for editorial design.
3.5 design work that is creative, perhaps even provocative.
3.6 use effective time management.
3.7 display evidence of a working relationship with a photographer.

4. Course Outline and Content

4.1 Introduction to editorial design and layout.

4.2 Research assignment on editorial layout in magazines.
4.3 Editorial design with type and photographic images

A. Magazine spread with original photographic imagery (min. 1 photos)
a. interpretation of editorial content
b. concept development and teamwork
c. development and refinement of solution
d. presentation and critique

B. Magazine cover and spread with original photographic imagery ( min. 2 photos)
a.-d. as listed above

C.Extended editorial feature with photographic imagery.

Magazine cover, two spreads, one single page (min. 4 photos)
a. originality of project and approach
b. concept development and teamwork including art direction
c. sequencing and narrative
d. development and refinement of solution
e. presentation and critique

* 5.0 Editorial design -Typographic (each design student will do one of the above projects
as a typographic solution)

a. limited to typography, graphics & secondary design elements
b. effective, appropriate interpretation of editorial content
c. strong concept development
c. creative use of typography



E. Instructional Techniques
1. Lectures by instructors
2. Presentation and discussion of resource material

3. Class dialogue between design & photo students and instructors from both areas
4. Teamwork between photo student and design student
5. Photo shoots and art direction by assigned teams
6. Presentation of work and critiques, both work-in-progress and final

F.Evaluation

1. Class participation and involvement
2. Assessment by instructors:

a. of both process and finished work
b. appropriateness and effectiveness of concept
c. innovative quality of work
d. aesthetic quality of work
e. technical quality of work
f. relationship of type and image to editorial content

3. Presentation of work at critiques
4. Effectiveness of time management and teamwork

G. Bibliography
1. Resource Reading:

a. Modern Magazine Design William Owen (Rizzoli,1991NY)
b. Photo/araphic design: the interaction of desian & photo. A. Hurlburt
c. The Grid: LID£QYtThe DesignConceot-all by Allen Hurlburt
d. The International Survev of Editorial Design -B Martin Pedersen
e. Cover to Cover: book and editorial design - P.!.E. Books. Tokyo

2. Magazineresources which exhibitqualityand innovativeeditorialcontent:
a. RollingStone d. Haroers
b.~ e. RavGun
c. NewYorkTimesMaaazine f. Manipulator

3. Each student will be required to purchase at least two(single issue) magazines
that exhibit a high standard of editorial design for the purpose of evaluating and
analyzing the components and point of view of the editorial design.

II. Retlonele Statement

Graphic designers often are involved in the layout and design of editorial pieces. Particular
considerations must be given to this type of work both in terms of the analysis and interpretation
of the textual material and in the development of appropriate concept. Frequently this type of
assignment has strict limitations on the turn-around time; furthermore, the ability to generate a
solution that has impact and reflects the point of view often requires a different approach to
editorial work, the opportunity for students from graphic design and photo to work together is
especially relevant. Likewise, those occasions when the typography should be dominant and the
photograph secondary need to be understood by both design and photo students.

* It is expected thet design students will participate In the photo shoots whenever
possible end thet design & photo students will work together throughout the
process. from edltoriel Interpretation to concept development: from initlel
Idees end sketches to flnel solution.

- -.. u_. _________



WORKING TOGETHER: GRAPHIC DESIGNERS & PHOTOGRAPHERS

Mary Ann Begland (mabfaa@rit.edu) & Doug Manchee

One of the most frequent and important collaborations in the field of visual communication is that which takes place
between the graphic designer and the photographer. The three assignments you will be given will afford you the opportunity
to experience this interaction as well as the benefits of working as a team and learning from one another. You each bring to
these assignments specific knowledge, skills and visual sensitivity and the combination of your talents has the potential to
result in exciting, creative solutions.

From your initial concept to the final production of the piece you need to work together. It is essential that you both
understand exactlywhat it is that you are attemptingto communicateso that the message you convey is clearto the viewer.
Your layout (remember that the layout indicates all the elements that make up the page-photos, type, design elements, etc.)
should reflect visually what the text means verbally. Verbal and visual pathways to the brain are separate-thus if you are able
to send a visual message that will enhance or reinforce the message that travels on the verbal pathway you are really commu-
nicating with your audience.

The layout itself can even determine whether or not the reader will bother to read the article. How often have you
read something because the layout and its photography just "pulled you in". Realize also that a poorly designed layout can
ruin the impact of even a wonderful photo and that a lousy photo will weaken even the best of layouts. So not only do you
need one another, but you each need to give your best.

1. Read manuscript / research as needed / identify audience
2. Brainstorm to generate ideas / word lists / thumbnails
3. Develop concept / write proposal
4. Initial sketches / possible layouts & photos
5. Feedback&approval/development of finalplanfor design of layout
6. Photography / Graphic Design
7. Refinement of layout.
8. Evaluation and further refinementl
9. Production
10. Presentation / evaluation

ASSIGNMENT NUMBER ONE: MAGAZINE SPREAD Final Crit and Due Date: Thursday, December 20

Select one of the given magazine articles which interests you both. You will be designing a spread.Your solution

should, at the very least, attract the attention of the intended audience and reflect some aspect of the text. It should also be

appropriate for the intended magazine in terms of style and content and, of course, respect the general specifications of the

magazine--ie. page size. Specific formatting for the pages you design is your decision: margins, number of columns, type face
& weight, position of elements, size of photos, bleeds, frames, color or black and white, etc. You have many design decisions
to make together and you must be sure that these decisions result in a piece that communicates effectively, looks profession-

al, and is of high aesthetic quality. You are expected to use the entire title, author and an absolute minimum of 250
words of the text II you must Include photo credits. Pull quotes or subheads are optional. Be sure to present your
final layout professionally. An important aspect of the process work will be a thorough investigation of various possible ideas
(not just small variations on one layout) as well as thoughtful refinement of the final solution.!n other words, lots of mean-
ingful sketches from the designers I Remember that poor sketches (and poor photographs, for that matter) do not com-
municate the concept well and that a good idea may never get off the ground if the sketches or photos are weak. A written
concept statement and explanation of how it will be carried out is required. [Minimum of one photo required.]

But while magazines inform they are primarily an entertainment, and while they inform they should also
intrigue. Magazine design might be an excruciatingly painful process and the source of much wailing and
gnashing of teeth in edItorial offices, but the way a page was designed never broke a reputation or changed
the world.Thisis whatgives the magazinedesignersuchconsiderableleeway to experiment, to learn,to
develop, and to indulge a sense of humor. The ephemeral nature of magazines is their strength--there is no
better place to make mistakes. William Owen

" ..- - ..... .--.---
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By JOHN ROCKWELL

T E clouds came boiling up the street and
obliterated every thing and every body. Inside,
said those who were there, the world looked
dark. murxy, ghostly. People were disorient-

ed; they lost their bearings.
We have all lost our bearings. Artists, especially,

whom we presume to be particularly sensitive to our
dilemmas and our dreams, are peering apprehensively
Into the abyss of the future. What do they, and we who
love the arts and believe they are important, see there?
What Is the role of the arts in the present crisis, and how

will the arts change in response to the new circum-
stances in which we live?

To judge from the nine creative artists we have
asked in this issue to share their thoughts on the future
of their different fields, a common feeling is one of
helplessness, in that what we love and what they do
seems so marginal to the crisis. To create or perform or
enjoy cheerful Broadway shows and peppy contempo-
rary novels and lines drawn on paper and movies big or
small and even the soul-stining depths of music seems
irrelevant, even offensive.

Normal life, we're told. must go on. so soon enough
the Broadway shows t'rt' up and running, Lincoln
Center and New York's museums had opened for busI-
ness. book and record stort's and movie complexes were

Like the rest of us, artists, so
sensitive to our dilemmasand

dreams, have lost their b~arlngs.

teeming with customers. Grief and bellicosity were
muted by the lights and chatter of artistic business as
usual, and perhaps rightly so.

But we have changed; we all feel it. Notonlyhas the
United States been attacked, horribly so, leaving us
wounded and vulnerable. Our relation to the world has
changed, too. Maybe those changes will ultimately be
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The Aftermath:
Defining ourselves on
mainstream television.
By Tom Fontana

positive. Maybe not; what persists is the murky uncer-
tainty. - . .

To understand how the arts might evolve, and wh!t
role they might play in our national crisis, we can look(1)
the past. Our wired world makes everything quicker add
more accessible, and technological prophets like {Q
predict that the latest innovations have, once aga4J~
transformedthe rulesof the game we live. Yet in ml$t
respects, human behavior seems remarkably constaDt
throughout recorded history. ~,

Public art - what's shown in museums, performfd
In theaters and concert halls, seen on screens - seeni$
to range from trivial distractions to propagandlst'j«
fervor 10 romantic humanism. It's only underneath IDe..

Continuedon Page 4 .
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doing what you can do.
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\~29 The Aftermath:
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By Rafael Vinoly
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THE AFTERMATH

Peering Into the Abyss of the Future
COl1tinurd From Page I

surface, far from public censure like
the Dadaists in Zurich In World War
I, that our dissidents operate, ques-
tioning and doubting. Sometimes
their doubts become the canon of
tomorrow. But the diversions, the
ones that strike some as frivolous,
are as necessary as the private
broodings and the public exhorta-
tions.

In reading the responses here and
in talking with artists in recent days,
one theme seems to be an almost
dogged sense of duty, of stubborn
process. Artists wilI keep doing what
they do because that is what they
know how to do and it gives them a
kind of animal comfort to do it. And
yet, things have changed: short-term
cancellations and long-term appre-
hensions prove it.

Rightly, artists don't want to feel
that they react like stimulated rats
to the slightest shift In our circum-
stances. But we all change, deeper
down. How we change, and what we
do then, is what Individuates us.

One disturbing tendency In the re-
cent commentary is an insistence on
conformity with the perceived na-
tional mood. That's what tyrants and
fanatics do; that's what our enemies
do. But it's also what some of us do.
from the Rev. Jerry Falwell most
egregiously to neoconservative pun-

dits to well-meaning liberals, whrn
we seize on the present crisis to
admonish what we despise. Whether
it's nonstandard social behavior or
secular spiritual beliefs or academic
styles of discourse or the racket of
corporate pop culture. none of these
caused the events of Sept. II, or are
invalidated by them.

Some may ind~d prove inappro-
priate for our new age; so may some
self-righteous censoriousness. Sev-
eral of the artists writing here do
suggest that the new climate may
temper our popular culture's obses-
sion with violence. But one should
never forget two things: Our culture
owes its strength to its mongrel di-
versity, and art counts. .

Whatever changes may ciome in :

our artistic climate - how'* make I
art, how we consume it, which deci-
sions are made about what to present I
- will not come at once. 1;he arts i

have historically both taggNt behind
and anticipated the present.

They have lagged behind In that i
after a surprise assault like the one
on Sept. II. artists - especially those I

who require a more elaborate appa- I
rat\ls. like film directors L need I
lime to find their bearings and gear I

up into commentary on the tragedy. '
They risk irrelevanc~ if. they do so
too Immediately or overtly. In World
War II. those at home knew of war
from newsreels and Hollywood; for
us. reality threatened to trump artis-

In times of crisis,-----.--

we are told, we need

to rely on faith. Art "-

can be a faith, too.~___ 0 _____.___.____

tic representatIon. and that was tru-
er (he clos('r we- wen' to Ground
Zero,

But the arts l1a\'(' also s('cllwd to

anticipate - witlless the disqul('t In
European arts in the generation be-
fore World War lOne can always
retrospectively interpret artistic un-
ease as a harbinger of coming disas-
ter, yet at times in the past the signs
have seemed inescapable. Perhaps
they are inescapable right now, and
we just don't know them yet

What will happen to our arts now
will depend largely. of course. on
what happens to our country I[ we
become a militarized state, obsessed
- rightly or wrongly - with security
and combat. only the most mindless
escapism may seem a permissible
alternative 10 patriotic fervor This
country has a history of linkmg the
arts with moral uplift. and the pres-
sure to do so now may prove debili-
tating.

Yet in a time of trouble. most of us
51111haye faith, ~ly own faith. as one
who has been shaped by my love for

the arts, is that we as a cultured

nation will find a way H)draw on and
extend our artistic diversity. Not aU
art needs to be devoted directly tp
the glories of democracy or the dev(lc
try of our enemIes, or good vedtiS
evil. Some art can be lighthearted or
dark or complex or even subverslvt

Diversity is important. So is [1ft
ItSelf. In any crisis there is a risk lIiril
the arts will be scorned or dismissed
as an irrelevant distraction. Now
that the real news, of terror and
death and war, has arrived, attendqr.
to art with a different agenda migfit
seem out of place. ".;

But art has its own importance; it
stakes its own claim. We are told tf)'at
in times of crisis, we need to rely on
faith. Art can be a faith, too, frortl
which some of us draw the deepest
solace. A terrible consequence of this
new climate of fear and reven~
would be for our enemies, blind and
intolerant, to turn us into them. vie
must retain our values, and those
values very much embrace the
sometimes messy creativity of thi?
arts. :

Art is life itself. If we can sustain
our arts in a diversity as rich as our
social and political and religious di-
versity, then our artists can indeed
playa most valuable role. They can
sustain and inspire us, but they can
also lead us - directly or, more
likely, indirectly - from darkness io
light. 0
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changed a generation, and changed

"Theater's
Special
Voice

In times of crisis,
our Instinct Is to

gather In circles and
share stories.

.'

By PAULA VOGEL

the audience/stage relationship. As
surely as war and destruction have
created the legacy of the Surrealists,
the Absurdlsts, of Brecht and Beck-
ett, as AIDS has given Us a terrible
flowering of art, we await the crop of
this new devastation. "";<1'

The most noticeable change to
which dramatists have awakened Is
the possibility that theater matters.
In times of crisis, our Instinct Is to
gather In circles around the fire, to
witness and share common stories.
The theater, with its immediacy of
flesh talking to flesh, of actors shar-
ing space, time and breath with a liv-
ing audience, has an emotional 1m-
perative in the aftermath. Of and for
the ephemeral, theater caUs forth in
us a communal quickening to feel the
loss of the living and the presence of
the dead.

Most Important, playwrights have
an ethical legacy to follow: the
charge to ask questions durin~ times
of crisis. We ask of the theater more
than the simplistic plots of HoUy-
wood films, with their schematic he-
roes and villains. The theater Is a
place where Euripides gave his
peers "Medea," a play that destabil-
ized the notion of foreigner and the
golden-haired local boy. Rather than
allowing'the Greek audience to feel
complacent in Its sense of national-
ity, the playwright sought to portray
where arrogance In authority Inev-
itably leads. Euripides wrote "The
Trojan Women" in the aftermath of
the Mellan massacre, to question his
fellow citizens on what was truly
good for the Greeks In the killing of
women and children. Did they follow
the destruction of their foes to the
point where they destroyed their own
values, the social glue of their own
democracy?

Right now, in our time of national
mourning, as religious leaders like
Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson
cast the first stones against their fel-
low Americans, as inflamed citizens
kill and persecute Muslim Ameri-
cans, the theater hears a calling to
another form of patriotism: to por-
tray the "other" as protagonist, to
question the crowd as it chants
"U-S-A!" What does "united"
mean? In defending America, what
America do we destroy? 0
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ON Wednesday, Sept. 12, I met
with the graduate play-

. wr
.

ights at Brown Universi-
ty. I had last seen them on

Sunday night, Sept. 9, when.we had
designed their "bake-off": a play
each of the seven would write, with
common devices and structure,ln a
48-hour period. It was an assignment
received, in short, before the cata-
clysmic events of the day before,
events that would dwarf any Aristo-
telian notion of dramatic catastro-
phe.

I felt sure when we gathered in the
creative writing program lounge
that i would be met by seven writers
who had a legitimate excuse for writ-
er's block; writers who, like all of us
in America, had spent their last 24
hours glued to the television sel. I
was sure that none of them would
have attempted their assignment.
For tn the first shock of the blast, I
found myself feeling that theater
was just one more trivial pursuit, left
behind as a 20th-century casualty In
the rubble.

I was wrong. All of them were
there, on time, shaken and tired, yes,
but with their pages photocopied,
their voices softer from shared con-
cern. They all said, "I wasn't sure if I
should write, but then I thought It's
the least I could do," or "It kept me
occupied," or "I wanted to have
something to share with the group."

Perhaps these young writers
turned to their keyboards as shop-
keepers and pollee officers deter-
mined to return to business as usual,
wanting to be useful, unwlJling to al-
low violence to vanquish routine. As
we read the pages aloud, they asked
one another: ..What part of the play
was written before the blast, what
part after?"

It is a question now that audiences
will ask as well, with a knowledge
that the Before and After have
changed a generation, and changed
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{~\Y A Louder'

Public eo.ctJVoice'
By Bill T.JONES

My company was to havc
performed at Evenmg
Stars Onstage on the
tcmporary stage set be-

tween the Twin Towers the evening
after last week's catastrophe. In
thinking about the future of dance. I
think about my dancers and dancers
in general,

I think highly of dancers - not al-
ways the culture of contemporary
dance. but the armies of individuals
engaged in the body-punishing daiiy
ritual of training, rehearsmg, travel.
ing and performing, These efforts
are oftcn unknown by the mass pulr-
lie and as a result are undervalued 111
the economic marketplace

[ think of the choreographer~ as
well. the architects of time and spac£'
who deploy these dancers. Much of
the last 20rears or so have witnessed
this group of creators searching for a
way through an impasse of cultural
Irrelevance. embroiled as always in
a partIcularly 2Oth-<entury prroccu-
patlon \\;th loss of Identity. loss of
conscience and then diSt'ase

"The worldhas changed I ," we
choreographers have been told alonl<:
wIth everyooe else. So It has. How
_._-------

Works will'name

names' anddemand
_.-- -

to know who the

culprits are.,--

WIllour work change? Tnal and er-
ror, reactJOn and expenmentation
have defined art even before it de-
clared itself modern. Just as what is
deepest 111life evades analysis, so it
ISwith any artist's process, But it we
look back not so long ago to another
numbIng, paralYZing crisis that con-
fronted and continues to confront the
dance community - AIDS - we-..,.. --' - .~.

may get some insight.
We can expect to see works that

plunder history' -iconographies of
style, personality, fashion - giving
all an ironic spin with the intention of
expre!JSlng our present anxiety and
dislocation.

Works with a public voleewiU
sound even louder in certain quar-
ters recently vacated by the cool,
aloof gestures of modernism. More
literary or theatrical in nature. some
will "name names," decry and de.-
mand to know what Is really happen-
ing and who is responsible, These
works act as a service of social
change that will exploit the potential
of movement to communicate and
manipulate viscerally, But they will
also appropriate with great verve
and sophistication mass culture.
mass media and the new technology
Just as luxury and expedience as
represented by a jetliner were trans-
formed Into a weapon of mass de-
struction, technology will become an
even more essential means to cri-
tique itself in our changed world.

Virtuosity, athletic prowess and
the glamour they radiate will find a
golden age in the new era, Just as in
the midst of a dance world confront-
ed with mysterious debilitating dis-
ease. the new era defined by the ever
more present reality of decomposing
human flesh clutched by twisted
metal and rubble will reveal some-
thing essential to the dance world's
ethos - to dance strongly, with ener.
gy and emotion. is to rebel. "We
dance or we die'" has been a battle
cry

Are we at war? We shall see. A col-
lege professor once told us. "No
great art ISever created during bat-
tle." I would say, however. that at
such times people do pray and make
exquisitely subtle delineations be-
tween action and inaction, good and
evil. We can expect intense quiet
works as intimate as prayer, and oth-
ers that in their invention and formal
arguments will read like fine philo-
sophical discourse.

Though artists are justifiably pro-
filed as alienated. unengaged and
suspicious of "reality," few would
deny that events of Sept. 11were but
an overture. a beginning, All of the
above approaches and strategies will
be proposed and executed among
further attacks/counterattacks, acts
of heroism and its opposite, births,
deaths and the thirst for' 'normal
life." But please, look closely at what
will be produced! Some at it will be
important. Few other mediums be-
sides dance will otter us such a raw,
noncommercial opportunity to wit-
ness live bodies negotiate the tyr-
anny of the present and its minefield
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When the
Bodies. f~.
Are Real\CJ

By EDWARD ZWICK
and MARSHALL HERSKOVITZ

SANTA MONICA, Calif.

W ITHIN days of the un-
. speakable horrors in

New York and Wash-
Ington, film studIOS

moved quickly to distance them.
selves from images that suddenly
seemed offensive. Releases hU\'t'
been delayed or scrapped, and pro-
ducers are busily editing out an\'
mention of terronsm. This has ~n
done out of respect for the dead and
the grieving. And also, It seems. out
of some inchoate sense of shame: as
if these staples of Amencan culture
were suddenly Inappropnate. Many
ask whether "normal life" IVllle\'er
be the same.

Yet In Hollywood, thl' word "nor.
mal" has a constantly chan!lln~ defI-
nitIOn. And any descnptlon of rht'
current landscape must Include the
kind of bl~-bud~et mayhem that has
I:x>comethe industry standard

BUI after the e\-entsof ~pt. II. can
vIolent spectacles like" Armagl'd-
don" or "Independence Day" (to
name but two) stili expect the kind of
lavish embrace they have counted
on" Or has a single evenr forever
changed popular culture'

H15toncally, movies have CoeXist-
ed well with calamity, Depresslon-
('ra ftlms like "My Man Godfrey"
and "Footlight Parade" offered a
gleaming escape from l'ConomlC re-
alities And films made between 1939
and 1~5, In the mIdst of a world at
war - "Gone With the Wind," "The
PhiladelphIa Story" - are among
our most beloved. The Vietnam era
spav..lled classics like "The Gradu-
ate" and "Bonnie and Clyde," and
maybe the golden age of modern
Amencan film. World War II itself
may be the most popular subject
ever - culminating in this year's
blockbuster" Pearl Harbor." Even
the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki may have begotten, in
some perverse way, the genre of Jap-
anese monster movies. where mtnia-

WOa.__,..~ .
ane~e monster movies, where minla-

Big-budget mayhem

was the Hollywood
standard. And now?

ture cities are laid waste.
So why do we suddenly question

such a Hollywood convention? Or has
this new se'nse of shame really been
here for longer than we think and it's
taken this heinous act to bring it out
in the open? Perhaps what this event
has revealed, with its real bodies
blown to bits and real explosions
bringing down buildings, is the true
darkness behind so much of th£' pn)d.
lIct coming our of Hollywood today.

Only now do we ask ourselv£'s how
we can thrill to an asteroid hitting
earth, or watch the White House
blown up by aliens, and sit munching
our popcorn, Is it because we be-
lieved it could never happen? Or
were we unwilling to see what these
films expressed? Like a chtld with a
toy gun, these images eXIst In a
realm of symbolism. The explosions
stand in for what" Perhaps it ISnoth-
ing less than our rage at the rower.
lessness of modern life.

Terrorists, the pundits say, harbor
a murderously distorted versIOn of
the same impulse. [s it possible we
are ashamed to discover that we all
are terrorists in our hearts')

We rHmmakers now have tools at
our command that allow us to depict
anything. No catastrophe is to<)
large; we can add blood spray, sub-
tract limbs. We can reach in and
touch that dark place tn a viewer's
heart, underscon' It with rock 'n' roll.
and fill theaters with teenagers howl-
Ing as bodies are blowll apart.

Of course there's room for VIO-
lence - imagine a sanitized Shake-
speare. The question is. do we appeal
to what is nihilistic In the audience,
or do we accept our responsibility as
storytellers and act as mediators to
the vast forces of the human soul"

The best stones aspire to make
sense of what ISotherwlse o\'er-
whelming and chaotic. A great film
may even be made about the most
recent events. The horrors behind
"The Killing Fields" or "Schindler's
List" were no less. It is not the sub-
Ject but rather the intentions that de-
termine the moral possibilities of a
film.

We have all been rocked by this
tragedy. And as often happens, peo-
ple vow to remember the sweetness
of life and to change. Of course, such
vows are often eroded amId life's
daily concerns. Right now, Holly-
wood is full of an earnest sense of re-
sponsibility In thIs time of need.,., I
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By TOM FONTANA

J\RITER'S imagination al-'
low!;him or her to travel
anywhere, to conceive th~
possibility of anything.

And yet, in all the twisted story lines
I've developed in 20years of writing
{('levIsion, I could never have Imag-
lOf'cfthe events that occurred on
ruesday, Sept. II. In comparison, my
Imagination is pale and shallow.

So I am left with the brutal facts,
with a hole in the skyline, with con-
templating this tragedy's effect on
teleVISion and on our nation.

David Angell, one of the many vic-
tims. was a giant in the genre of com-
edy, a wonderfully talented writer
and producer whose wit and wisdom
slistained "Frasier" for the last six
years. His loss to ollr communHy is
monumental.

Dick Wolf has scrapped plans for a
five-part "Law and Order" mini-se-
ries that would have dealt with a bio-
IO~lcal attack agalnsl New York.
And the networks have postponed or
switched the premieres of several
new C.I.A.-related series, Including
"24." which, in its first episode, fea-
tures a plane destroyed by terrorists.

The long-term impact Is more dlf.
flcult to envision, both for me, as a
wnter and producer, and for the In-
dust ry at large.

On "Oz" we have several Muslim
characters whom we've tried to
draw as fully dimensional human be-
ings. sometimes flawed, sometimes
rightCQus. When Timothy McVeigh
bombed Oklahoma City, I had the im-
pulse to start writing the Aryan pris-
oners differently. Willi react the

We can't recreCJte..-

people's emotions,
but we canput them

In perspective.

~/" y(?' C/ .' <7 /

same way now regarding the Mus-
lims? I hope not, but honestly, I don't
know.

On "The West Wing," audiences
have delighted In the day-to-day
problems of President Josiah Bart.
let's White House. But will the banter
seem somehow less relevant If our
real commander In chief has made
fight ing terrorism his NO.1 priority?

On "Sex and the City," "Friends"
or "Will and Grace," comedy shows
set in Manhattan, the characters are
pretty much free of the hardships
real New Yorkers deal with dally.
Will Carrie Bradshaw and Ross
Geller continue In bllssfullgnoran.c:e,
ordering lanes while ignoring the .
death and destruction?

Then again, maybe it would be
worse for television shows to Include
our recent calamity In their scenari-
os. Maybe it would be worse to see
Ma~'or Randall Winston of "Spin
Clly" lead the New York Fire De-
partment promotion ceremony, as
Rudolph W.Giuliani did so movingly.

Maybe it would be worse for the
firefighters and cops on "Third
Watch" to wax poetic about their lost
comrades, when we've already
heard Ihe actual rescue workers
speak so eloquently.

If we turn this tragedy into fiction
,\nd try to honor the memory of the
fallen. we may end up exploiting
Ihe'll' courage; we may end up trlvi-
ahzlIlg theIr suffenng, reducing their
ra 111to an (lcnon-packed promo.

At moments like these, the Amerl-
(an public needs to laugh and to cry,
to see men and women of strength
and compassion. For the sake of our
country, should we now write only
[Ict ional stories of uplifting heroes,
even though America has the real he-
roes to admire? What can a TV com-
edy or drama possibly add, knowing
that ilS words are make-believe?
What value do any of our little "fic-
tions" have now?

The wnters, directors and actors
who work in lelevision will never be
able to recreate the emotions the
people of America are feeling. But,lf
we use our energies wisely, we may
be able to help put that horrifying.
day in perspective.

Does this mean doing stories with-
out bombs detonating, without planes
crashing? No. Does this mean doing
slories with dark-skinned bad guys,
with while-faced, Christian soldiers?
No.

This means figuring out where the
United States fits in the global fam-
ily. This means examining the roots
of intolerance, of fanaticism, of hate.
This means understanding the im-
portance of neighbors, co-workers,
relatives, friends and faith. This
means trying to answer the question
., Why?" Only then will the comedies
:1nn nr:1m:1s that J)oplllnlf' 0111'TV
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Look Beyond Commerce

By PAUL SIMON

THE events of last week, as unbearable as they were to witness, were

ameliorated by the ahnost total absence of popular culture from the
nation's airwaves.Award oeremonies and oonoertswere oanoeled.No

blockbustermovies opened.No new televisionshows premiered.It was
a temporary respite from the oultural din. Hyperbolio and aggressive

sellingwas not only muted but also seemed,when one stumbledupon
it, to belong to an already distant past made irrelevant by the

tragedy of Sept. 11. Within this ohaos, there was a deep if momentary
silence that encouraged us to re-examine ourselves as a people and a
culture.

What changes could and should occur? The nihilism and violence that
are often found in our music and fihn should be recognized as the

cynical entertainmentthat they are when contrastedwith the reality
of Sept. 11. The firefighters and policewho worked 24-hour shifts
were real-life heroes, completely alien to the popularculture'sidea
of heroism. Artists should feel comfortable with this non-show-biz

reality, and let it be reflected in their work. The marketplace can
aocommodate these truths without losing money. Our notions of profit

and value could be adjustedto allow for a greaterdegree of artistic
questioning without an implication that such actions would

automatically have adverse economic consequences. Artists could hold
themselvesto a higher standardof honesty. Corporate America should
allow more voices to reach our ears. We are saturated with music and

videos that have no relationshipto anythingbut the bottom line. We
should encourage the compassion and generosity that flowed

reflexively to victims' families and communities in the last week to

permeate our everyday lives.

It's too soon to predict the ways that the arts will change, but

change is inevitable, catastrophe or not. We should recognize that
seismic events impact on the creative process and that artistic and

spiritual rebirth can follow a shattering experience. .

THE AFTERMATH

September 23, 2001 -~ {i>\7C
Clingingto Belief in Art .",

s-
"

By ELIZABETH MURRAY

When my husbandand I went, to bed "on Sept. 11, our house on Duane
Street" just'sixblocks fro.mthe World Trade Center, was in total';
darkness.We felt as if we were in a war zone. I said to him that 'I ~;

felt how futile my artIDakingseemed right now: how could balancing -
shapes with line,.andcolor have any meaning or be of any use to
anyone? Bob is a poet, and I felt that words were the only way all
these feeling~ that were surfacing could be adequately expressed.

The next morning I made myself go into my studio and work, because
however futile it may be, it's what I do; and all I can do. I worked

with no light - only the daylight and smoke filtering through my
studio windows - until I couldn't see properly anymore. I played the

most beautiful music I have - Berlioz's "Harold in Italy" - and I

felt lucky beyond words to be able to be in my studio balancing

shapes with line and color.

A few days ago I made myself go into the street, where I ran into two

friends, one a writer, the other a sculptor. They were talking about

a show going up in Chelsea - photographs that depict simulated images

of people jumping from buildings. One person thought this was
offensive. The other said: "The work is there; it was done before all

this. It exists."

I don't know where I stand on this. A good deal of art is going to

seem silly and inconsequential now, and so will a lot of artists, I

suppose. I cling to my belief in art as a way for us to try to
understand our real situation in life, which is a condition of not

knowing what is coming around the next corner.

I don't know what will happen to my career or to the art business. I

think that perhapsthings will slow down and that it may be good for
things to slow down and get quieter so that we can all think and
reflect. Maybe there is no understanding, but there is opening

yourself and trying to continue to grow and hope.

The painter Elizabeth Murray shows at the paceWildenstein gallery
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By JOHN CORIGLIANO

"T ODAY we are all Israe-
lis." Is this the closest
analogy to the way we
live now: shaken by ter-

ror, reeling from loss, amazed by ha-
tred, wondering desperately if ours
are to be the next deaths? No.

I remember readmg, almost 20
years ago on another airliner. the
first New York Times article about
GR ID, or gay-related immunolog\(:al
disorder: the only term the)' had. in
those days, for AIDS. That rlane. un-
like the doomed jets two weeks ago.
arrived safely. But the world in
which it landed - the 1980's world of
New York, of gay men, of the [lrts-
was comparably devastated. With
equal surgical precision. the pl:lgue
slipped through America's rroud
medical-industnal defenses (0 slav
thousands.

I was startlC'd and mO\'I't1.(hen. .1f.
ter the recent disaster to '-('t'L)nS<1
many senators' lare1s tht. .\ I[):, rlt--
bon - that single loop of rt'd th,lt as
for years our lone badge of gnef -
transformed 1010a tncolor !I1slgnl3
of everythmg Amenca lust on 5cpt.
II. The Israeli analogy is (rllt' ,md
apt. BUIwhat I thought that Tuesday
morning as. "\I"e are all :\ IDSsuf-
fer('rs now"

Of course. a virus ISnot iIJIhad
CIneISa forcr of nalure. the other an
aci of will But our r('sponsc' to each
var~'lrss than ~'ou might think :\s 10
the ('arly stages of AIDS. we are still
searchmg (0 defme an enemy ,;0 that
we can understand and defeat Il. But
('ven now we can name cenam pat-
terns of mind that Identify those who
hate us, that make theIr hatred POSSI-
ble. One such pattern ISfundamen-
talism, which ISas distorting to
Christianity as it ISto Islam. It is also
not confined to religIOn

FundamentalIsm ISeas~' to spor
when the Rev Jerry Falwell blames
homosexuals and supporters of gay
rIghts for provokmg dJ\"1neretnbu-
tion In the form 01the World Trade

~

/p
American pluralism,

a resonant Idea, has

Implications for ar~.
...

I

I

Center attack - as well as AIDS. It's
horrifically unmlssable when Osama
bin Laden bids Muslims everywhere
to murder Americans for the glory of
Allah. Wasn't Nazism, too, lunda-
mentalist: a cult devoted to the pun-
ty of German Identity?

True enough. you may say, but the
toxicity of relIgious extremism is old
news. Besides. what has all thIs to do
with New Yorkers, with artists: sec-
ular urbanites as likely to turn for
spiritual solace at a time like this to
their museums, their concert halls,
as to theIr churches and syna-
gogues?

Art. too, suffers its own fundamen-
talisms, and as we work (0 respond to
this tragedy we must not forget
them. Orthodoxies of purity, of hIer-
archy, of rigidity - theories of mu-
sic. for example, that politicize its
smallest materials. the order of its
every pitch - still hold sway over
much of our musical life.

These orthodoxies are more than
nUIsances. They support a visIOnof
art as a god devoted to the glory of its
priests rather than the other way
around. They define musIc not by
what can be added but by what must
be suhtracted. Dogma drl\'ps out fn'\'
interpretation. Correctness sur-
plants generosity. RelIgIOsIty - a
fundamentalism of aesthetics - op-
presses a true art of the spmt the
only art we need.

Few of my studenls In the 1990's
heeded such dogma. They chose in-
stead to embrace all the sounds
around them as well as the new ones
they had yet to dream. to name pas-
sion, vision. breadth and clanty as
music's highest values. Was II the
presence of the AIDS tragedy that
revealed the academIc and political
world of this or that musical "Ism"
as sterile and arbitrary" Or was It
simply growmg up m American SOCI-
ety, the greatness of which cannot be
separated from its diversIty"

American pluralIsm remams the
most resonant political Idea of our
epoch. All people of all races, classes
and genders have value, can speak
truth, deserve respect. The questIOn.
and the ch<Jllenge. is to fuse them a11
Into a socIety as rich as It IScoherent
This political idea has artlstic lmpli-

.cations. It IStoo late for a fundamen-
talism of <Jmaster system. Just as 11
is too late for an Ideology of a master
race. As we respond to the tragedy of
Sept. II. as well as to that of tomor-
row, we must struggle (0 reconcile-
imaginatively, flexibly, compasslOn-
alelv Inlpllieihlv - ,,"r "')f',r r",h
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1~kFill the ~
VoidWith
Beauty

By RAFAEL VINOLY

THERE is a sense of void
among us. A void that is
charged with the weight of
emotion, the fears of risk

and the expectation that we can over-
come. In a curious parallel, that void
is the common territory of art. It is
the place where the unexpected pow-
er of invention can reach beyond the
limits oClogic to set a new direction.

In this moment, this unprecedent-
ed reality demands that every organ-
ization oCevery kind exercise the
same kind oCcreative interpretation
that is part of the artistic expenence.
We cannot continue to aCCirmthe
terms oCour cultural and socIal con-
ventions, because they were all bro-
ken at their most basic level on Sept.
11.

And yet the strength of our culture
is based on the uncompromising be-
lief in progress and an ideal of jus-
tIce that can be met through the
"pursuit of happiness." It would be
our failure not to continue trying. but
it would be even worse to assume
that we could ever be the same.

There is, of course. another vOid.
The physical vOidthat this tragedy
has left In the heart of the city. That
void can be filled only with hope and
the promise of the new. Wecannot
leave it empty, yet we cannot fill It
with the simplistIc notions of com-
merce wrapped in the thin skin of
symbolism. We must fill that void
with an architecture that assumes its
full potential as public art. It should
be filled by a place that can reinstate
the values of innovation. pragma-
tism and beauty.

We should create an urban artifact
that extends our concept of diversity
to encompass the broad range of on-
gin and purpose. Our need to fill this
void must not be seen simply as an
opportunity to re-€nact the past. It
should be an obligation to redefine
. "f' ., t" 'r "t" r- ,1~" , . ,. \. .. ,- t. 1
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EDITORIAL DESIGN SYLLABUS WIN T E R 20012 MARY ANN BEGLAND

1.0 Introductory Course Information
1.1 Course # 201051401

1.2 Course Title: Editorial Desian for GraDhic Designers
1.3 Class hours: 6 per week /60 per quarter Credits: 3
1.4 Graphic Design Senior or Permission of Instructor
1.5 This course may be used as one of the 9 required senior G.D. major courses.

2. Course Catalogue Description
This course will explore the role ofthe graphic designer in developing appropriate and
communicative editorial design .Students will interpret the author's text and point
of view for each assigned editorial article and develop concepts which express
this. Content of the course will include the relationship and use of typography, imagery
and layout for editorial impact. This class will work with the Editorial Photo class on
assigned projects in order to experience the working relationship between the
photographer and the designer, particularly in regard to editorial design.

3. Objectives: At the end of the course the student will be able to...
3.1 analyze and interpret the author's text and ideas for assigned articles.
3.2 identify various magazine formats and other vehicles for editorial design.
3.3 develop effective relationships of image, type and layout to point of view.
3.4 develop appropriate concepts for editorial design.
3.5 design work that is creative, perhaps even provocative.
3.6 use effective time management.
3.7 display evidence of a working relationship with a photographer.

4. Course Outline and Content
4.1 Introduction to editorial design and layout.
4.2 Research assignment on editorial layout in magazines.
4.3 Editorial design with type and photographic images

A. Magazine spread with original photographic imagery (min. 1 photos)
a. interpretation of editorial content
b. concept development and teamwork
c. development and refinement of solution
d. presentation and critique

B. Magazine cover and spread with original photographic imagery ( min. 2 photos)
a.-d. as listed above

C. Extended editorial feature with photographic imagery.
Magazine cover, two spreads, one single page (min. 4 photos)

a. originality of project and approach
b. concept development and teamwork including art direction
c. sequencing and narrative
d. development and refinement of solution
e. presentation and critique

* 5.0 Editorial design -Typographic (each design student will do one of the above projects
as a typographic solution)

a. limited to typography, graphics & secondary design elements
b. effective, appropriate interpretation of editorial content
c. strong concept development
c. creative use of typography



E. Instructional Techniques
1. Lectures by instructors
2. Presentation and discussion of resource material

3. Class dialogue between design & photo students and instructors from both areas
4. Teamwork between photo student and design student
5. Photo shoots and art direction by assigned teams
6. Presentation of work and critiques, both work-in-progress and final

F.Evaluation

1. Class participation and involvement
2. Assessment by Instructors:

a. of both process and finished work
b. appropriateness and effectiveness of concept
c. innovative quality of work
d. aesthetic quality of work
e. technical quality of work
f. relationship of type and image to editorial content

3. Presentation of work at critiques
4. Effectiveness of time management and teamwork

G. Bibliography
1. Resource Reading:

a. Modern Magazine Design William Owen (Rizzoli,1991NY)
b. Photo/araDhic desian: the interaction of desian & Dhoto. A. Hurlburt

c. The Grid: WQYt The Design ConceDt -all by Allen Hurlburt
d. The International Survev of Editorial Design -B Martin Pedersen
e. Cover to Cover: book and editorial design - P.I.E.Books.Tokvo

2. Magazine resources which exhibit quality and innovative editorial content:
a. Rolling Stone d. HarDers
b.~ e.RavGun
c. New YorkTimes MaQazlne f. Manipulator

3. Each student will be required to purchase at least two(single issue) magazines
that exhibit a high standard of editorial design for the purpose of evaluating and
analyzing the components and point of view of the editorial design.

II. Retlon81e Statement

Graphic designers often are involved In the layout and design of editorial pieces. Particular
considerations must be given to this type of work both In terms of the analysis and Interpretation
of the textual material and In the development of appropriate concept. Frequently this type of
assignment has strict limitations on the turn-around time; furthermore, the ability to generate a
solution that has impact and reflects the point of view often requires a different approach to
editorial work, the opportunity for students from graphic design and photo to work together is
especially relevant. Likewise, those occasions when the typography should be dominant and the
photograph secondary need to be understood by both design and photo students.

* It 18expected th8t de81gn 8tudents will p8rticlpete In the photo 8hoots whenever
p0881ble 8nd thet de81gn a photo 8tudents will work together throughout the
proce88 . from edltorl81 Interpretation to concept development: from Inltl81
Idee8 8nd 8ketche8 to fln81 80lutlon.



WORKING TOGETHER: GRAPHIC DESIGNERS & PHOTOGRAPHERS

Mary Ann Begland (mabfaa@rit.edu) & Doug Manchee

One of the most frequent and important collaborations in the field of visual communication is that which takes place
between the graphic designer and the photographer. The three assignments you will be given will afford you the opportunity
to experience this interaction as well as the benefits of working as a team and learning from one another. You each bring to
these assignments specific knowledge, skills and visual sensitivity and the combination of your talents has the potential to
result in exciting, creative solutions.

From your initial concept to the final production of the piece you need to work together. It is essential that you both
understand exactly what it is that you are attempting to communicate so that the message you convey is clear to the viewer.
Your layout (remember that the layout indicates all the elements that make up the page-photos, type, design elements, etc.)
should reflect visually what the text means verbally. Verbal and visual pathways to the brain are separate-thus if you are able
to send a visual message that will enhance or reinforce the message that travels on the verbal pathway you are really commu-
nicating with your audience.

The layout itself can even determine whether or not the reader will bother to read the article. How often have you
read something because the layout and its photography just "pulled you in". Realize also that a poorly designed layout can
ruin the impact of even a wonderful photo and that a lousy photo will weaken even the best of layouts. So not only do you
need one another, but you each need to give your best.

1. Read manuscript! research as needed! identify audience
2. Brainstorm to generate ideas! word lists! thumbnails
3. Develop concept! write proposal
4. Initial sketches! possible layouts & photos
5. Feedback& approval! developmentof final planfor design of layout
6. Photography! Graphic Design
7. Refinement of layout.
8. Evaluation and further refinementl
9. Production

10. Presentation! evaluation

ASSIGNMENT NUMBER ONE: MAGAZINE SPREAD Final Crit and Due Date: Thursday, December 20

Select one of the given magazine articles which interests you both. You will be designing a spread.Your solution
should, at the very least, attract the attention of the intended audience and reflect some aspect of the text. It should also be
appropriate for the intended magazine in terms of style and content and, of course, respect the general specifications of the
magazine--ie. page size. Specific formatting for the pages you design is your decision: margins, number of columns, type face
& weight, position of elements, size of photos, bleeds, frames, color or black and white, etc. You have many design decisions
to make together and you must be sure that these decisions result in a piece that communicates effectively, looks profession-
al, and is of high aestheticquality.You are expected to use the entire title, author and an absolute minimum of 250
words of the text Bryou must Include photo credits. Pull quotes or subheadsare optional. Besure to present your
final layout professionally. An important aspect of the process work will be a thorough investigation of various possible ideas
(not just small variations on one layout) as well as thoughtful refinement of the final solution.!n other words, lots of mean-
Ingful sketches from the designers I Rememberthat poor sketches (and poor photographs,for that matter)do not com-
municate the concept well and that a good idea may never get off the ground if the sketches or photos are weak. A written
concept statement and explanetlon of how it will be carried out is required. [Minimum of one photo required.]

But while magazines inform they are primarily an entertainment, and while they inform they should also
intrigue. Magazine design might be an excruciatingly painful process and the source of much wailing and
gnashing of teeth in editorial offices, but the way a page was designed never broke a reputation or changed
the world. This Is what gives the magazine designer such considerable leeway to experiment, to learn, to
develop, and to indulge a sense of humor. The ephemeral nature of magazines is their strength--there Is no
better place to make mistakes. WIlliam Owen

____ n_.



Team Teachins - Desisn & Photo Students:
When the Numbers Don't Match Up

The question:
Howcan additional design students be added to the class,
still have a one to one workingexperience with a photography student,
and simultaneously add value to the class rather than weakenit?

Nary Ann Begland



When the Numbers Don't Match Up

MaryAnn 8egland
Graphic Design Faculty Colleague: Doug Manchee,

Applied Photo
-------------------------..-----------------------------------------------------------..--------------------------------------------------..

Interdisciplinary Teaching & learning · great experience for both faculty & students
years now for my sr design. classes

. Editorial Design & Editorial Photography I have been working with photo faculty who
leach same subject matter in their discipline;
ie. ad design & ad photo; editorial; we schedule

· Team Teaching -Design & Photo Students overlapping class times so that students can
work together in one-to-one leams

----------------------------------------------------..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Problem was that there were more design students that wanted to take the course that photo students:
IFadditional design students are added ...

. Will all students still be able to have a

working experience with a photo students?

· Will this add value to the class?
..-..-------..---..-..---..-..-..---------------------------------------------------------------------..-------------.-----------..-..------..-..----..

logistics
· determined that iFI accepted 26 students to photo's 18, it could work by

having 8 design students for each project work on their own

· For each project, "extra" design students
would design a typographic solution.

. The "extra" design students would rotate so
that no design student will do more than one
type-only project.

· The other two projects will be with a photo student.

--------------..---------------------------------------------------.-------------------.-------------------------------------------------

Outcomes/Evaluation of Type-Only Option

.Extremely positive responses Fromstudents
in written evaluation of course.

. Enthusiastic comments from both design &

. Faculty colleague expressed surprise at the
success of the type-only solutions

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project Series of Articles FromNYTimeson how the arts were reacting to & would be affected by the
events of September 11. Always try to Findwell written, relevant, and interesting content -
found out after the fad that this series of articles which I chose for the assignment just recently received

Pulitzer Prize I Students chose one of the 9 articles, developed a concept reflecting some aspect of
the editorial, and began developing the visual solution.



When the Numbers Don't Match Up

MaryAnn Begland
Graphic Design

Faculty Colleague: Doug Manchee
Applied Photo

=============--== =======

Interdisciplinary Teaching & learning

n Editorial Design & Editorial Photography

n Team Teaching - Design & Photo Students

The question:
n If additional design students are added will...

n students still be able to have a one to one

working experience with a photo student?

n this add value to the dass?

logistics:

n For each project, "extra" design students
will design a typographic solution

n The "extra" design students will rotate
so that no design student will do more
than one type only project; the othe
two projects will be with a photo student

Outcomes/Evaluation or Type Only option

n Extremely positive responses from student
in written evaluation of course.

n Positive comments from both design & photo
students during Finalcritique of projects.

n Faculty colleague expressed surprise
at the success of the type only solutions.

:- -- ---
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logistics

. determined that if I accepted 26 students to photo's 18, it could work by
having 8 design students for each project work on their own

When the Numbers Don't Match Up

· Editorial Design & Editorial Photography

. Will all students still be able to have a

working experience with a photo students?

· For each project, "extra" design students
would design a typographic solution.

· The "extra" design students would rotate so
that no design student will do more than one
type-only project.

· The other two projects will be with a photo student.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Outcomes/Evaluation of Type-Only Option

.Extremely positive responses from students
in wrillen evaluation of course.

· Enthusiastic comments from both design &

· Faculty colleague expressed surprise at the

success of the type-only solutions
--------------------------------------------..----------------------------------------------------------------------------....---------.----

Project: Series of Articles from NYTimes on how the arts were reacting to & would be affected by the

eventsof September11.Always try to Findwell wrillen, relevant, and interesting content - rno.k~
found out after the fad that this series of articles which I chose for the assignment just recently received

Pulitzer Prize I Students chose one of the 9 articles, developed a concept reRecting some aspect of
the editorial, and began developing the visual solution.
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